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I definitely believe in superfoods. After putting these superfoods to the test, I can tell you that

they are truly super! Increased energy and concentration are just two of the health benefits you

gain from eating with superfoods. Next time you shop, fill your basket with superfoods from the

following recipes, and feel the difference.
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Humphreys IntroductionMy family and I live a very healthy lifestyle, and food plays a

major role in that. Superfoods are real! I know there is so much hype about food and health, but

we have put these foods to the test and are better off for it! Have a go and see how you feel –

you will not look back. Food is medicine – turn your kitchen into a superfood pharmacy!

Superfood BowlPrep Time: 30 minutes4 servingsBowls are all the craze at the moment, so why

not fill one up full of superfoods!? Your blood will love you for it! This high in fibre, vitamins, and

minerals bowl will have your energy levels up in no time!Ingredients:1 ½ cups of rice and

quinoa1 bunch of kale – shredded thinly1 broccoli – in florets1 tablespoon of chives -

chopped2/3 cup of cottage cheese2 tablespoons of EVOO1/3 cup of slivered almonds –

toasted1 ½ tablespoons of cider vinegar Method:Grab a saucepan and cook your rice and

quinoa.Set aside.Grab a heatproof bowl and blanch the broccoli until tender.Drain.Grab a

large, heavy-bottomed frypan, and heat up oil over a medium flame.Cook your garlic and kale

in the pan until your kale is a vivid green.Season and mix your vinegar throughout.Combine

with your rice mixture.Pop it into bowls, and top with the rest of your ingredients.It’s best

warm…enjoy!
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in the pan until your kale is a vivid green.Season and mix your vinegar throughout.Combine

with your rice mixture.Pop it into bowls, and top with the rest of your ingredients.It’s best

warm…enjoy!Chia and Coconut PuddingPrep Time: about 4 hours4 servingsThis dish does not

last 5 minutes in our home. The kids love it and I do too. This gluten and dairy free treat is so

very good for you and nearly zero calories…winning all around!Ingredients:1 can of coconut

milk1/3 cup of chia seeds1/3 cup of honey – local and unprocessed is bestBlueberriesToasted

coconut Method:Grab a bowl.Pop your chia seeds in and cover with the coconut milk.Put them

into the fridge, covered, for 4 hours.When ready to serve, get it out and divide between 4

bowls.Pop berries and coconut on top.Drizzle with honey.SO YUM!Buckwheat with Berry and

Watermelon SaladPrep Time: 15 minutes4 servingsVitamin C, pectin, potassium, fibre, and low

calories are just a few health benefits from this superfood dish! Easy to prepare and a perfect

light lunch…get cooking!Ingredients:8 cups of seedless watermelon – cut into wedges2 ½ cups

of strawberries – cut in half1 ½ cups of raspberries2 tablespoons of raw buckwheat kernels2

tablespoons of coconut – shredded2 tablespoons of pistachios – chopped2/3 cup of natural

yogurt Method:Preheat oven to 340 degrees F.Get out your baking tray.Line it with baking

paper.Grab your bowl.Mix together pistachio, buckwheat, and coconut, and spread onto your

baking tray.Pop into the oven until golden.Pop your fruits into a bowl.Sprinkle with buckwheat

mix. Serve with yogurt…yum!Green Smoothies
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